Forgive My Fins  
YA CHILDS  
Seventeen-year-old Lily, half-mermaid and half-human, has been living on land and attending high school, where she develops a crush on a boy but is afraid to tell him of her true destiny as the ruler of the undersea kingdom of Thalassinia.

Entwined  
YA DIXON  
Confined to their dreary castle while mourning their mother's death, Princess Azalea and her eleven sisters join The Keeper, who is trapped in a magic passageway, in a nightly dance that soon becomes nightmarish.

Cloaked  
YA FINN  
Seventeen-year-old Johnny is approached at his family's struggling shoe repair shop in a Miami, Florida, hotel by Alorian Princess Victoriana, who asks him to find her brother who was turned into a frog.

Princess of the Silver Woods  
YA GEORGE  
When Petunia, youngest of the dancing princesses, is ambushed by bandits in wolf masks on her way to visit an elderly neighbor, the line between enemies and friends becomes blurred as she and her sisters get a chance to end their family's curse once and for all.

Poison  
YA ZINN  
When sixteen-year-old Kyra, a potions master, tries to save her kingdom by murdering the princess, who is also her best friend, the poisoned dart misses its mark and Kyra becomes a fugitive, pursued by the King's army and her ex-boyfriend Hal.

Broxo  
YAGN GIALLONGO  
Broxo, the only surviving member of a tribe of barbarians, spends his time on a mountain hunting and avoiding the man-eating walking dead until everything changes when Zora, a foreign princess, arrives on the mountain seeking Broxo's lost tribe.
The Little Moon Princess
E LEE
The Princess Who Could Not Sleep
E LEYSON
Princess Are Not Perfect
E LUM
The Monster Princess
E MACHALE
Song for a Princess
E MORTIMER
Ponyella
E NUMEROFF
Patricia Von Pleasantsquirrel
E PROIMOS
The Apple-Pip Princess
E RAY
You Can’t Eat a Princess!
E ROGERSON
I Want Two Birthdays!
E ROSS
Princess-in-Training
E SPINELLI
Princess Pig
E UNDERWOOD
Part-Time Princess
E WILSON
The Princess and the Packet of Frozen Peas
E YOLEN
Pretty Princess Pig
E YOLEN
The Seeing Stick
ER BOELTS
Dogerella
ER KANN
The Princess of Pink Slumber Party
ER SNODGRASS
The Really Rotten Princess

The Extra-Ordinary Princess
JF EBBITT
Although Amelia, the youngest of the four princesses in Gossling, seems in all ways ordinary, she discovers that she has an important role to play in saving her kingdom from destruction.

Tuesdays at the Castle
JF GEORGE
Eleven-year-old Princess Celie lives with her parents and her brothers and sister at Castle Glower, which adds rooms or stairways or secret passageways most every Tuesday. When the king and queen are ambushed while travelling, it is up to Celie—the castle’s favorite—to protect their home and save their kingdom.

The Princess Curse
JF HASKELL
Thirteen-year-old Reveka, an herbalist’s apprentice in the Middle Ages, attempts to break the mysterious curse on the princesses of Sylvania and instead discovers a door to the Underworld. Based on “The Twelve Dancing Princesses”.

Birthday Ball
JF LOWRY
When a bored Princess Patricia Priscilla makes her chambermaid switch identities with her so she can attend the village school, her attitude changes and she plans a new way to celebrate her sixteenth birthday.

Dragon Dreams
JF RENNERT
Attending her first year at the Royal Princess Academy, Emma prefers soccer to ballroom dancing and dreams of one day riding a dragon.

The Thirteenth Princess
JF ZAHLER
Zita, cast aside by her father and raised as a kitchen maid, learns that she is in fact a princess and has twelve sisters who love her. When she discovers that her sisters are victims of an evil enchantment, she desperately tries to save them.

The Wide-Awake Princess
JF BAKER
Annie, younger sister of the princess who would be known as Sleeping Beauty, is immune to magic and stays awake when the rest of the castle falls into an enchanted sleep, then sets out to find a way to break the spell.

The School for Good and Evil
JF CHAINANI
Best friends Sophie (princess wannabe) and Agatha (witchy loner) are headed (via kidnapping) to the School for Good and Evil, but their assumed destinies are reversed.